Buildings on Duke’s campus often incorporate brickwork: on East campus, brick is fundamental to the Jeffersonian style, while on West campus, brick complements the Gothic stonework. Currently Duke’s brick blend consists of blues, grays, tans and rust color palettes.

5 COLOR BRICK BLEND
50% Brown Tweed, 19% Cimmarron, 16% Brown Irontone, 9% Light Autumn, and 6% Driftwood Modular blended brick; Found on Wilson Recreation Center

4 COLOR BRICK BLEND
50% Brown Tweed, 28% Cimmarron, 16% Brown Irontone, and 6% Driftwood Modular blended brick; Found on Schwartz-Butters

3 COLOR BRICK BLEND
45% Cimmarron, 30% Brown Tweed, and 25% Black Diamond Modular blended brick; Found on West Eden Link (Upper)

2 COLOR BRICK BLEND
75% Black Diamond and 25% Brown Irontone Modular blended brick; Found on West Eden Link (Lower)
The current manufacturer of Duke brick is CloudCeramic, OK. Mortar is purchased locally, color depends on the match of the surrounding context for continuity.

**EXAMPLE PRODUCTS**

- **BLACK DIAMOND**
  Cloud Ceramic

- **BROWN IRONTONE**
  Cloud Ceramic

- **CIMMARRON**
  Cloud Ceramic

- **BROWN TWEED**
  Cloud Ceramic

- **DRIFTWOOD**
  Cloud Ceramic

- **LIGHT AUTUMN**
  Cloud Ceramic
Existing Duke brick bond patterns on East, Central, and West campus consist of running bond, common bond, common bond with Flemish headers, and the Flemish cross bond. Brick patterns should complement the surrounding context and are subject to approval on a case by case basis.

**COMMON BOND**
Perpendicular headers and a running bond pattern are combined for structural support of the two wythes.

**EXAMPLE OF COMMON BOND**
Color Blend of Cimmarron

*Found on John Hope Franklin Humanities Institute/Smith Warehouse*
COMMON BOND WITH FLEMISH HEADERS
Perpendicular Flemish header patterns and a running bond pattern are combined for structural support of the two wythes.

EXAMPLE OF COMMON BOND WITH FLEMISH HEADERS
Color Blend of Cimmarron

*Found on Duke Medical Center / Duke Global Health Institute and the Physics Building on West Campus*

EXAMPLE OF COMMON BOND WITH FLEMISH HEADERS
Color Blend of ?

*Found on Duke’s East Campus/ Gilbert-Addoms Residence Hall*
Flemish Cross Bond
Header with patterns and a running bond pattern are combined for structural support of the two wythes.

Example of Flemish Cross Bond
Color Blend of Cimmarron (Sand-blasted)
Found on retaining wall of Boone Hall

Example of Flemish Cross Bond
Color Blend of Cimmarron & Black Diamond
Found on East Campus Residence Buildings (Brown, Pegram, Bassett, Alspaugh, Giles, Wilson), Carr Building, Friedl Building, Marketplace (East Campus Union), Lilly Library, and Baldwin Auditorium
RUNNING BOND
Header with patterns and a running bond pattern are combined for structural support of the two wythes.

EXAMPLE OF RUNNING BOND
Color Blend of Black Diamond
*Found on Bell Tower and Randolph Residence Halls*

EXAMPLE OF RUNNING BOND
Color Blend of Black Diamond and Cimmarron
*Found on Buildings Surrounding Keohane Quad*
EXAMPLE OF RUNNING BOND
Color Blend of Brown Tweed

EXAMPLE OF RUNNING BOND
Color Blend of Cimmarron, Brown Tweed & Black Diamond

Found on Keohane Quadrangle, Card Gymnasium, Yob Football Center, Wilson Recreation Center, and Krzyzewski Center for Athletic Excellence

EXAMPLE OF RUNNING BOND
Color Blend of ?

Found on Southgate Residence Hall